Modeling the C&EI
Number 1: Decaling Atlas GP-7 Locomotives (April 2005)
The Prototype
The C&EI received 30 GP-7s from EMD between 1950 and 1951 as replacement motive power for its
aging steam engines. They were numbered 203 through 232, but numbers 227 through 230 were owned
and labeled for the Chicago Heights Terminal Transfer (CHTT), a fully-owned subsidiary of the C&EI.
All 30 engines were painted in the classic black with white stripes with orange hand rails. Each had the
billboard-sized engine number on the long hood and a “football” logo under the cab window. As noted
above, all engines used the C&EI logo, except for engines 227 through 230, which had the CHTT logo on
the cab.

These engines, along with the F-3 and F-7 hood units purchased from EMD, were the “work horses” of
the railroad in the 1950s and early 1960s.

After the purchase of the C&EI by the Missouri Pacific in

1967, the C&EI GP-7s continued in service, either with the Missouri Pacific or the Louisville &
Nashville railroads into the 1970s. For a complete accounting of the C&EI’s GP-7 fleet, see Ray Curl’s
summary. 1
The Model
The C&EI Railroad Historical Society assisted in the
production of HO-scale models of these GP-7s from Atlas
Model Railroad Co, Inc. in two numbers (204 and 206) and
an unnumbered model. Adding the appropriate numbers
and logo to the unnumbered model is a 2-hour project that

What you need for this project:
1.Atlas HO GP-7 unnumbered
2.MicroScale C&EI EMD decal set #87-1231
3.MicroScale Decal Set
4.MicroScale Decal Sol
5.Scissors, Q-tips, Xacto knife or razor blade, and
denatured alcohol

produces a quality model representative of the prototype.
The unnumbered models and necessary decals are
available from the C&EI Railroad Historical Society at http://www.ceihs.org/ .
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Step 1: Preparing the surface. You may work with the shell on the chassis or remove it. In either case,
swab the sides of the model where you intend to place the decals with a Q-tip dipped in alcohol. This
removes any oils and dirt that may
keep your decals from adhering.

Step 2: Add the first digit of the road
number to the long hood. Placement of
the first digit, a 2 or 3, on the long
hood is the most important step. Once
it is placed, it is easy to add the
remaining two digits of the road
number. Examine the pictures to
establish the approximate location of
the first digit on the model. Swab some
decal SET (not SOL) on the model and slide the decal off its backing with a Q-tip dipped in decal set.
Use a dry Q-tip to absorb the extra fluid and position the decal in the proper location on the model.

Step 3: Add the logo to the cab. While the first digit is drying, add the football logo (either C&EI or
CHTT, depending on your choice of road number) to the cab. Center the logo under the cab window
using the techniques described in step 2.

Step 4: Add the additional digits to the long hood. Once you have the first digit on your locomotive,
add the other two digits. You can align the numbers by sighting down the long hood from the end of the
locomotive and determining if the bottoms and tops of the numbers are in a straight line. Also, be sure
that the digits are vertical (not rotated slightly clockwise or counter clockwise). Set the model aside and
allow the decals to dry.

Step 5: Do the other side of the locomotive. Repeat steps 2-4 for the other side of the locomotive. Allow
the decals to dry.
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Step 6: Setting the decals into place. The decals usually do not settle down into the fine depressions and
over raised details on the first
application of decal set. Use the point
of your hobby knife to make small
holes in the clear part of the decal film
and apply more decal set with a Q-tip.
Use a moist Q-tip to softly pat the
decal flat. Two or three applications of
decal set will usually make the hazy
look of decals disappear.
Step 7: Using decal sol. Once you are
satisfied with the appearance of the
decals, apply decal SOL to all the
decals. Only one application of this
solution is necessary since decal sol “melts” and softens the decal film and it will settle onto the surface
of the model. DO NOT TRY TO MOVE THE DECALS ONCE YOU HAVE APPLIED DECAL SOL.

Step 8: Apply the numbers to the number boards. Cut out four sets of engine numbers for the number
boards. Swab the number board with decal SOL (not decal SET). Slide the number onto the surface of
the number board and remove the excess liquid with a Q-tip. If you should find that the number dissolves
before you get it in place, simply remove it with your hobby knife and cut out another number. You have
extras to waste, so do not worry about it. A second application of decal sol may be necessary on all four
number boards.

Step 9: Spray model with dull coat (optional). Many modelers over spray their decals with a coat of dull
coat spray. If you decide to do this, be sure to cover the windows on the cab with small pieces of masking
tape; otherwise, the dull coat spray will turn the “glass” surfaces of the model a milky white color.
Now, hook your engine to a line of cars and start hauling freight.

Prepared by Bob Lehnen

